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THE GREATEST ARCHIMEDEAN IDEAL 
IN A SEMIGROUP 
FRANTISEK KMET 
Let S be a semigroup. By an ideal we mean a non-empty two-sided ideal of 
S. An ideal Q .= S is prime if for any ideals A, B of S, AB ^ Q implies A =Q 
or B = Q. An ideal P _= S is completely prime if for any a, be S, abeP implies 
a e P or be P. An ideal A e S is called completely semiprime if a" e A for any 
positive integer n implies aeA. 
Denote by Q* the intersection of all prime ideals of S and by P* the 
intersection of all completely prime ideals of S (see [3]). It is known (see [4]) that 
P* and Q * may be empty. 
An element xeS is nilpotent with respect to an ideal J if xneJ for some 
positive integer n. An ideal I is called a nilideal with respect to an ideal J if any 
x of I is nilpotent with respect to / . Denote by R* (J) the Clifford radical with 
respect to J, i.e. the union of all nilideals of S with respect to J (see [5]). 
A semigroup S is archimedean (see [2]) if for any a,beS there exists a positive 
integer n such that a" e SbS. An ideal I = S is called archimedean if the sub-
semigroup I is archimedean. 
Denote by U* the intersection of all prime ideals Q c S with the property 
R*(Q) = Q-
M. S a t y a n a r a y a n a [3, Theorem 10] proved that if Q* is a completely 
semiprime ideal, then Q* is the greatest archimedean ideal of the semigroup S. 
By M. Satyanarayana [3, p. 291] "It is an open problem whether this result 
is true in arbitrary case". 
In this note we have solved this problem. The result is as follows: If U* ^ $ 
then it is the greatest archimedean ideal of S (Theorems 2 and 3). Concluding 
this result we give a new characterization of the Clifford radical R*(J) as an 
intersection of some (in general not all) prime ideals. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a semigroup and U* 7-= 0. Then R*(U*) = U*. 
Proof. Let U* = f) Qx. Evidently U* ^R*(U*). Suppose that U* c 
^R*(U*),U*^R*(U*).LetxeR*(U*)-—U*.S'mcex$U*,thenx$QJor 
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some aeA. Then the principal ideal (x) ^ Qa= R*(QX hence there exists 
ye(x) such that yn£Qa for all positive integers n. Since Qa^U*, y is not 
nilpotent with respect to [/*, a contradiction to ye(x) g I? *(£/*). Therefore 
U* = R*(U*) holds. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a semigroup, J an ideal, H = {x, x2, x3, ...} a cyclic 
subsemigroup ofS and let H nJ = 0. Then there exists a prime ideal Q containing 
J such that HnQ = $ and R*(Q) = Q. 
Proof. Denote by T the set of all ideals which contain J and do not meet 
H. The set T is non-empty since it contains / . By Zorn's lemma there exists a 
maximal element QeT. 
We prove that Q is a prime ideal. Suppose that for some ideals A £ Q and 
B £ 2 we have AII? ^ Q. Then xreQ uAf, xyEQ uI? for some posi tive integers 
r, s. Since xr, xs<£Q, we have xreA, xseB, thus xr + seAB ^ Q, which con-
tradicts HnQ = ty. Therefore Q is a prime ideal. 
We prove that I?*(£) = Q. Evidently Q ^I?*(Q). Suppose that Q czR*(Q\ 
Q z£ R*(Q). Then xmeH nR*(Q) for some positive integer m However, 
xmeR*(Q) implies (xm)neQ for some positive integer n This is a contradiction 
to Q n H = 0. Therefore I?*(Q) = Q. 
Lemma 2. Lel S be a semigroup, xeU* and A be any ideal of S. Then xneA 
for some positive integer n. 
Proof. If A = S, then the statement holds. Suppose therefore that A is a 
proper ideal of S and x"$A for all positive integers n. By Lemma 1 there exists 
a prime ideal Q = R*(Q) such that x$Q. This contradicts xeU*. Thus for 
any proper ideal A we have xneA for some positive integer n. 
Theorem 2. Let Sbea semigroup and U* ^ 0. Then U* is an archimedean ideal. 
Proof. Let x, yeU*. Then by Lemma 2, xne(y) = SxySx for some pos-
itive integer n. From this we have obtain that xtl + 2e xSlySlx r= U*yU*. Thus U* 
is an archimedean semigroup. 
Theorem 3. Let S be a semigroup U* 7-= ty, and let A be an ideal of S. Then A 
in an archimedean ideal if and only if A .= U*. 
Proof. Let A be an archimedean ideal of S. Suppose A £ U*. By Theo-
rem 1, U* = R*([/*) therefore A £ R*(U*). Then we obtain that A is not a 
nilideal with respect to the ideal U*. Therefore there exists an element ye A such 
that yn$U* for all positive integers n. Let aeAn U*. Then AaA c (a) _= U* 
and thus yn£AaA for any positive integer n. This contradicts the assumption 
that A is an archimedean semigroup. Therefore for any archimedean ideal A of 
S we have A .= U*. 
Conversely, suppose that A is an ideal of S and A = U*. Then for any x,yeA 
we have by Theorem 2, x"eU*yU* for some positive integer n. Then 
xn + 2exU*yU*x ^ Ay A, which means that A is an archimedean semigroup. 
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We now give a new characterization of the Clifford radical R*(J). 
Theorem 4. Let S be a semigroup, J an ideal, {Qxl he A} be the set of all prime 
ideals ofS containing J with the property R*(Qx) = Qx- Then R*(J) = Q QA. 
XeA 
Proof. By the assumption J = Qx implies R*(J) c R*(Q^ = Qx, hence 
R*(J)=0 Qx-
XeA 
Conversely, we show that C\Qx = R*(J)- If &*(J) = S, then Q Qx c S 
XeA XeA 
holds. Suppose therefore that R*(J) ^ S. It is sufficient to show that for any 
x^R*(J) there exists an aeA such that x$Qa. Let x<£R*(J). Then the 
principal ideal (x) £ R*(J) and so there exists ye(x) such that yn$J for all 
positive integers n. Denote H = {y, y2, y3, . . .}. We have H n J = 0. By Lemma 1 
there exists a prime ideal Qasuch that Hn Qa= 0, Q* 3 / a n d Qa= R*(Qa). We 
have x^Qa since xeQa would imply (x) .= Qa, hence y eQ ^ a contradiction 
with Hc\Qa=§. 
Next we shall show some relations concerning radicals and the sets Q*, U*, 
p* 
Let S be a semigroup with an ideal J. The McCoy radical M(J) with respect 
to J is the intersection of all prime ideals of S containing J. The Luh radical C(J) 
with respect to J is the intersection of all completely prime ideals containing J. 
If S is a semigroup with a zero 0, then M(0) = Q*, C(0) = P* and by 
Theorem 4, R*(0) = U*. 
The following examples show that there are semigroups with Q* 7-= U* and 
U* 7- P*. 
Example 1. Let S{ be a semigroup generated by a set {0, ax, a2, ..., an, 
...} subject to the generating relations 0.x = x.O = x2 for any xeS. Then 
M(0) = 0 and R*(0) = S] (see [1, p. 232]). Thus in S, we have 
0 = Q* ^U* = S,. 
Example 2. Let S2 = {0, en, eu, e2X, e22} be a semigroup with the multi-
plication eik. ekn = ein, eik. ejn = 0. eik = ^ . 0 = 0 for i,j, k, n e {1, 2},j ^ k. Then 
U* = P*(0) = 0, P* = C(0) = S2, thus [/* 7- P*. Evidently C/* is not a com-
pletely semiprime ideal of S2 since e^ U*, el2£ U*. 
We note that if P* is non-empty then it is a completely semiprime ideal of S. 
Theorem 5. Let S be a semigroup. Then Q* ^ U* ^ P*. If U* =£0 and 
U* 7̂  P*, then U* is not a completely semiprime ideal of S. 
Proof. Let U= {Qxl XeA} be the set of all prime ideals of S with the 
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property R*(Qx) = Qx. Since Vis a subset of the set of all prime ideals of S we 
have Q* c u*. 
Let P = {Px | Ae AX) be the set of all completely prime ideals of S. Evidently 
a completely prime ideal is prime. The inclusions PA c P*(P^) = C(P>1) (see [5, 
Lemma 19]) and the equality C(PA) = PA imply R*(PX) = I\, f°
r anY Ae/1,. 
Therefore P is the set of all such prime ideals of S which have the property 
P*(PA) = PA and are completely prime. Hence P=U and so U* ^ P*. 
An ideal A cz P*, A 7-= P* cannot be completely semiprime, since the assump-
tion that A is completely semiprime would imply A = f^\ Px (see [2, Theorem 
XEA2 
II. 3.7]) where A2 .= .A, hence P* ^ A, a contradiction. 
Thus if £/* ^ 0 and t7* 7-- P*, then U* is not a completely semiprime ideal 
of S. 
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НАИБОЛЬШИЙ АРХИМЕДОВ ИДЕАЛ В ПОЛУГРУППЕ 
РгапШек К т е 1 ' 
Резюме 
Пусть с7*-пересечение всех простых идеалов (2 полугруппы 5, обладающих свойством 
Д*((?) = ^* где 1?*(0)-радикал Клиффорда относительно ^. 
Доказано, что если ^* ф 0, то V* является наибольшим архимедовым идеалом полу­
группы. 
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